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Abstract. In this paper we present some ideas how to analyse data using logic tools. We define a 
logic language for expressing data analysis problems and we develop a deductive system for the 
language to use proof procedures to obtain solutions to these problems. 
1. Introduction 
The aim of this paper is to define a logic which enables us reasoning about data. 
Data are considered to be things or entities and properties meaningful for these 
entities. One of the main problems in data analysis is to induce patterns in a set of 
data items [1]. This problem consists of two tasks: 
(1) To aggregate data into sets which can be adequately characterized by means 
of some of the given properties. 
(2) For a set of data given a priori to choose those properties from a given set 
of properties which are adequate for defining this set. 
That is, the scheme of task (1) is: from properties to sets of data items, and the 
scheme of task (2) is: from sets of data items to properties. 
Similar problems are considered in the fields of information systems [9], knowledge 
representation [ 11, 5, 7], and pattern recognition [3]. 
In our approach the formal counterparts of data are a nonempty set of objects 
and a family of equivalence r lations on this set. Objects will be interpreted as data 
items and relations correspond to properties of data items. Namely, each property 
induces an equivalence r lation such that an equivalence class of the relation consists 
of those objects which are the same with respect o this property. 
In Section 2 we give a detailed explanation of (1) and (2) on the level of semantical 
structure. In Section 2 we introduce a syntactic structure to be used to represent 
the given semantical requirements. We present a language in which facts concerning 
tasks (1) and (2) can be formulated in a formal way. Such an approach is necessary 
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if reasoning isto be carried out by a computer. Next, we provide a deduction method 
for the language which enables us to prove facts concerning tasks (1) and (2). 
Our approach follows the ideas and methods developed by Pawlak [10], Orlowska 
and Pawlak [8], Odowska [7], Harel [4] and Mirkowska [6]. 
2. Definability of data 
In this section we present a formal framework which enables us to express facts 
concerning relationships between data items and properties of data items. We use 
the basic notions introduced by Konrad, Ortowska, and Pawlak [5], Pawlak [10], 
and Ortowska [7]. The new idea is to consider what is called strong definability of 
sets of data items. It enables us to reflect an adequacy of properties for characteriz- 
ation of sets of data. 
We consider a nonempty set OB whose elements are interpreted as data items. 
The elements of this set are referred to as objects. Each property meaningful for 
objects from OB induces an equivalence r lation in OB. Namely, two objects are 
in the relation corresponding to a property iff they cannot be distinguished by means 
of this property. Equivalence relations in OB are referred to as indiscernibility 
relations. For example, if a characteristics 'colour' is meaningful for elements of 
OB, then we consider the indiscernibility relation "to be of the same colour" which 
enables us to aggregate objects into classes according to their colour. These classes 
are equivalence classes of the indiscernibility relation in question. 
Given a pair of indiscernibility relations, say R and P, we consider the intersection 
R c~ P and the transitive closure R ~ P of these relations. Clearly, R c~ P and R ~ P 
are equivalence relations. Equivalence classes of R c~ P and R ~ P are obtained 
from equivalence classes of R and P by forming their intersections and unions, 
respectively. Relations R c~ P and R ~ P can be considered to be indiscernibility 
relations corresponding to properties which are composed in some way from proper- 
ties related to R and P. Let us consider a simple example. 
Example 2.1. Assume that we are given seven objects as shown in Fig. 1. 
The natural properties meaningful for these objects are: number of circles, number 
of crosses, number of squares. Indiscernibility relations Ro, R+ and R• correspond- 
ing to these properties provide the following classes: 
Ro: {O,, 02} {03, 04} {Os, 06, O7}, 
R+: {O,, O3} {O2, O4} {O6, 07} {O5}, 
Ro: 10,} 102} f03} {04} {Os, 07} {06}. 
The classes determined by relation Ro c~ R+ are as follows: 
Ro R+: {o,} {od {od {o,,} {od {o6, o7}. 
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Fig. 1. 
The classes reflect the pattern corresponding to the property "to have the same 
number of circles and the same number of crosses". 
The classes corresponding to relation Ro ~ R+ are as follows: 
Ro R+: {0,, 03, 
The property corresponding to this pattern can be expressed as "number of crosses 
and number of circles less than three". 
In general, aproperty corresponding tothe intersection ofindiscernibility relations 
R and P can be defined as a conjunction of properties corresponding to R and P. 
In the case of R ~ P there is no such straightforward relationship between the 
underlying properties. However, the property corresponding to R ~ P can be defined 
as a certain relation between properties corresponding to R and P. 
Given an indiscernibility relation in a set OB of data items, we consider the 
problem of definability of subsets of OB in terms of the property corresponding to 
this relation. Let X and R be a subset of OB and an indiscernibility relation in OB, 
respectively. 
A lower approximation _RX of set X with respect to relation R is a union of 
those equivalence classes of R which are included in X. 
An upper approximation ff, X of set X with respect o relation R is a union of 
those equivalence classes of R which have an element in common with X. 
In terms of approximations we can define positive, negative, and borderline 
instances of a set, namely: 
_RX • set of positive instances of X with respect o R, 
OB- /~X - set of negative instances of X with respect o R, 
frO( - RX:  set of borderline instances of X with respect o R. 
By using the notions given above we can express facts concerning the kind of 
data analysis in which we are interested in the structure within a given a priori set 
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of data. In this kind of task we assume that we are given a subset X of data items 
determined by means of a certain external condition and we are interested in 
establishing a relationship between X and the structuring of data provided by 
indiscernibility relations. 
We say that set X is definable with respect o indiscernibility R if[ _RX = X =/~X. 
In other words, a set is definable with respect o an indiscernibility relation if[ it 
can be covered by equivalence classes of this relation. This means that a pattern 
provided by X can be expressed by means of a property corresponding to this 
indiscernibility. If a set X is not definable with respect o an indiscernibility R, then 
we can express the pattern given by X with a certain degree of inexactness. The 
set of positive instances of X with respect o R is the greatest definable set included 
in R which represents the pattern corresponding to X, the set of negative instances 
of X is the greatest definable set whose elements do not obey this pattern, and the 
set of borderline instances consists of elements for which we cannot decide whether 
they obey the pattern or not. 
We say that set X is strongly definable with respect to indiscernibility R iff 
_RX = X = ~ and X is an equivalence class of R. 
We make a distinction between a possibility of covering a set by one equivalence 
class and by more than one class to reflect an adequacy of properties for characteriz- 
ation of sets of data. If a set is strongly definable with respect o a relation, then 
we will consider a property corresponding to this relation to be adequate for 
describing the set. 
Example 2.2. Let us consider the set OB = {Ol, 02 , . . . ,  07} given in Example 2.1, 
and indiscernibility relations Ro, R+, and RD. The set 
X ={01, 02, 03, 04) 
is definable with respect o Ro, R+, and RD, but it is not strongly definable with 
respect o these relations. However, X is strongly definable with respect o relation 
Ro ~ R+. The set 
Y = {Oi, 02, O7} 
is not definable neither by R°, R+, and RD, nor by Ro r~ R+, and Ro c~ RD. Set Y is 
definable with respect o R+ c~ RD, but none of the relations obtained from Ro, R+, 
and RD by using operations c~ and ~ is sufficient o provide the strong definability 
of Y. The approximations of set Y with respect to some of the indiscernibility 
relations in question are given below: 
_Ro Y = { Oh 02}, 
/~o Y= {Or, 02, Os, 06, O7}, 
positive instances of Y with respect o Ro: 0~, 02, 
negative instances of Y with respect o Ro: 03, 04, 
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borderline instances of Y with respect o Ro: 05, 06, 07, 
Ro n R+ Y = { O1, O2}, 
Ro n R+ Y = {O1, 02, 06, 07}- 
In terms of the notions defined above we can discuss the ability of properties to 
define sets of data. We can consider a certain property P to be better than a property 
P' for characterization f a set X of data iff the approximations of X with respect 
to the indiscernibility determined by P are closer to X (with respect o inclusion) 
than the approximations with respect o the indiscernibility corresponding to P'. 
In the following we list some properties of approximations. 
Fact 2.3 
(a) _RX _ X. 
(b) RRX = _RX. 
(c) _R(X n Y) = _RX n _RY. 
(d) RXu RY_  _R(Xu Y) 
(e) _ROB = OB, _RO = f). 
(f) I f  X ~ Y, then _RX ~ _R Y. 
Fact 2.4 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
X ~/~X. 
 P,x = P,x.  
/~(X u Y) = ~ u/~Y. 
/~(Xn  Y)__ ff, X n/~Y. 
/~OB = OB,/~0 = O. 
I f  X ~ Y, then ff, X ~_ R Y. 
Fact 2.5 
(a) 
(b) 
= -_R -X .  
RX  = 
Fact 2.6 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
(g) 
(h) 
(i) 
G) 
(h) 
I f  R ~_ S, then, for every X ~ OB, _SX c_ _RX and ff, X c ~,X. 
RXuSX~RnSX.  
R ~ S X c_ _RX n SX. 
I f  _RX ~_ PX  and _SX c_ PX, then R n S X c_ PX. 
I f  PX  ~_ _RX and PX c_ _SX, then PX c_ R ~ S X. 
R ~ SX ~_ _R_SX. 
_R_SX ~_ R n S X. 
(R n S) n PX  = R n (S n P)X.  
(R ~ S) ~ PX  = R ~ (S~ P)X. 
(R ~ S) n PX  c_ (g  n P) ~ (S n P)X. 
(R ~ S) n (S ~ P)X  c_ (R n S) ~ PX. 
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By using Fact 2.5(a) we can obtain the counterparts of the above conditions for 
upper approximations. 
In the next section we present a formal language in which we can express facts 
concerning definability of data discussed in the present section. The set-theoretical 
notions introduced here provide a basis for semantics of the language. 
3. The language of logic DAL 
Expressions of the language of logic DAL are built from the symbols of the 
following pairwise disjoint sets: 
VAR: propositional variables, 
VARREL: relational variables, 
--1, A, v,  ~ ,  *-~:classical propositional operations of negation, conjunction, 
disjunction, implication, and equivalence, respectively, 
~ ,  n : binary operations on relations" 
[ ], ( ): unary modal propositional operations 
( ): brackets. 
We assume that sets VAR and VARREL are nonempty, at most denumerable sets. 
The set EREL of relational expressions i the least set satisfying the following 
conditions: 
VARREL m_ EREL, 
R, S E EREL implies R ~ S, R n S ~ EREL. 
Relational variables are intended to represent indiscernibility relations, and 
operations n and ~ will be interpreted as the intersection and the transitive closure 
of the union of relations. 
The set FOR of all formulas of the language is the least set satisfying the following 
conditions: 
VAR ~__ FOR, 
A, B ~ FOR implies ~A, A v B, A ^ B, A ~ B, A ~ B ~ FoR, 
A e FOR and R ~ EREL implies [R]A, (R)A ~ FOR. 
Formulas are intended to represent sets of data items. In particular, formulas 
built by using modal operations correspond to approximations of sets. Since in the 
language of DAL we allow compound relational expressions, we can express 
relationships between approximations with respect to various properties and we can 
explicitly describe indiscernibility relations corresponding to these properties. 
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4. Semantics of the language of logic DAL 
To define the meaning of formulas of logic DAL we should fix a set OB of data 
items and a family of equivalence r lations in OB corresponding to properties of 
these data. "To be more formal, we define the notions of model and satisfiability of 
the formulas in a model. By a model we mean a triple 
M = (oa ,  {PR}R~E~L, m), 
where OB is a nonempty set; for any R e ER~L, PR is an equivalence r lation in set 
OB such that PRoS is the greatest equivalence relation in OB included both in PR 
and Ps; PRe, S is the least equivalence relation including both PR and Ps; and 
m :VARU VARREL--> ~(OB)  u {PR}R~REL is a meaning function such that 
m(p)~_OB for p E VAR, 
m(R)  = PR for R s EREL. 
Given a model M we say that a formula A is satisfied by an object o in model 
M (M, o sat A) iff the following conditions are satisfied: 
M, o sat P iff o ~ m (p) for p s VAR, 
M, o sat -~A iff not M, o sat A, 
M, o sat A v B iff M, o sat A or M, o sat B, 
M, o sat A A B iff M, o sat A and M, o sat B, 
M, o sat A--> B iff M, o sat(-aA v B), 
M, o sat A~--> B iff M, o sat(A-> B) A (B -> A), 
M, o sat[R]A iff for all o 's  OB if(o, o') ~ PR, then M, o' sat ,4, 
M, o, sat(R)A iff there is an o' e OB and that (o, o') e PR and M, o' sat A. 
Given a model M, we assign to each formula A of the language a set of objects 
called an extension of A in model M (ext rA) :  
ext~ A = {o e OB: M, o sat A}. 
The immediate consequences of this definition are the following 
Fact 4.1 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
extMp = m(p)  fo rp  ~ WAR. 
extM -aA = -extM A. 
extM (A v B) = extM u extM B. 
ext~ (A ^  B) = extM A n extM B. 
extM (A -> B) = -extM A u ext~ B. 
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(f) 
(g) 
(h) 
extM (A ~ B) = (ext~ A c~ ext~ B) w (-extM A c~ -ext~ B). 
extM[R]A = PR ext~ A. 
ext~(R)A = p-~ extM A. 
Hence, the classical propositional operations are interpreted as set-theoretical 
operations and the modal operations correspond to the operations of lower and 
upper approximation. 
We admit the usual notions of truth and validity of formulas. A formula A is true 
in a model M (~MA) iff extMA=OB. A formula A is valid in logic DAL (~ A) 
iff A is true in every model for DAL. A formula A is a semantical consequence of 
a set F of formulas (F~ A) iff, for any model M, formula A is true in M whenever 
all formulas from F are true in M. A formula A is satisfiable iff M, o sat A for some 
model M and object o. A set F of formulas is satisfied in a model M by an object 
o (M, o sa tF )  iff M, o satA for all AeF .  A set F is satisfiable iff M, o sat F for 
some model M and object o. 
Given a model M = (OB, {PR}R~EREL, m), the meaning function m provides a family 
of sets of data items which we are interested in. Next, we consider compound sets 
which are expressed by means of formulas obtained from propositional variables 
by performing classical propositional operations. We can also express approxima- 
tions of these sets with respect o relations admitted in the model. As a consequence 
we can discuss on a formal level definability of data in terms of properties related 
to these relations. 
In the following we show how we can express facts concerning sets of data by 
means of formulas of DAL. As usually, we can express inclusion and equality of sets. 
Fact 4.2 
(a) 
(b) 
~MA-> B iff ext~A_extMB.  
~ A <--> B iff extM A = extM B. 
Definability and strong definability of sets of data can be expressed as follows. 
Fact 4.3. (a) ~M (R)A->[R]A iff extMA is definable with respect o relation pR. 
(b) ~M (B ~ [R]A) -> (([RIB --} A ^ -1A) v ([R]B <-->[R]A)) for every formula B iff 
extM [R]A is an equivalence class'of relation PR or the empty set. 
The formula in condition (a) assures that the upper approximation of the set 
extMA is included in the lower approximation and hence, by the definition of 
definability set, extM A is definable with respect o PR. The family of formulas in 
condition (b) assures that the lower approximation of any set of data, properly 
included in the lower approximation of set ext . .4 ,  equals the empty set. This means 
that the lower approximation of ext~ A consists of exactly one equivalence class 
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of relation PR. Hence, the formulas from condition (a) and the family of formulas 
fromcondition (b) assure the strong definability of ext~ A. 
Fact 4.4. ~M [R]A-->[P]A and ~ (P)A-->(R)A-->(R)A iff extMA is characterized 
better by pp than by taR. 
The above formulas express inclusions of approximations of ext~ A with respect 
to relations pp and pR. The lower approximation with respect to pp is greater than 
the lower approximation with respect o PR, and the upper approximation with 
respect to pp is smaller than the upper approximation with respect to PR. This means 
that the approximations with respect to pe are closer to extM A than the approxima- 
tions with respect o PR. 
Fact 4.5. ~M [R]A-->[P]A and ~M (P)A-> (R)A for every formula A iff pp ~ PR. 
This condition says that inclusion of indiscernibility relations can be expressed 
by a family of formulas which assure that for any set of data lower approximations 
with respect o pe are greater than the lower approximations with respect o PR, 
and the upper approximations with respect o pe are smaller than the upper 
approximations with respect o PR. 
We conclude that in the language of logic DAL we can express various kinds of 
information: facts concerning sets of data items, facts concerning indiscernibility 
relations corresponding to properties of data items, and relationships between data 
items and their properties, especially those concerning definability. 
5. Axiomatization 
In this section we present a deductive system for the language of DAL. We admit 
the following schemes of axioms and inference rules. Let R, S, and P denote arbitrary 
relational expressions and let A, B denote formulas. 
Axioms of DAL 
A1. All formulas having the form of a tautology of the classical propositional 
logic. 
A2. [R](A-~ B)-,([R]A-~[R]B). 
A3. [ R ]A-> A. 
A4. (R)A-~[R](R)A. 
A5. [ R ~ $]A-, [ g ]A ^  [ S]A. 
A6. (([P]A-~[R]A) A ([P]A-*[S]A))~ ([P]A~[R ~ S]A). 
A7. [R]A v [S]A -~ [g • S]A. 
A8. (([R]A-~[P]A) ^  ([S]A-~[P]A))~ ([g c~ S]A-~[P]A). 
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Rules of inference 
A, A-> B 
B 
A 
[R]A 
modus ponens. 
necessitation. 
For a fixed relation R, axioms A1 , . . . ,  A4 and the rules of inference correspond 
to the axiomatization of modal logic $5. Axioms A5, A6 provide the definition of 
operation ~ and axioms A7, A8 give the definition of operation n .  
In the usual way we define the notions of proof and theorem. A proof of a formula 
A from a set F of formulas is a finite sequence of formulas each of which is either 
an axiom or an element of set F or else is obtainable from earlier formulas by a 
rule of inference. A formula A is derivable from a set F (F ~- A) iff it has a proof 
from F. A formula A is a theorem of DAL 0-A) iff it is derivable merely from 
axioms.. A set F of formulas is consistent if the formula of the form A ^ -aA is not 
derivable from F. 
It is easy to see that the axioms are valid and the rules preserve validity. Hence 
the following theorem holds. 
Fact 5.1 (Soundness theorem) 
(a) ~-A implies ~ A. 
(b) F F- A implies F ~ A. 
(c) F satisfiable implies F consistent. 
In the following we list some theorems of logic DAL. 
Fact 5.2 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(0 
(g) 
(h) 
(i) 
0) 
(k) 
(t) 
~[R ~ R]A,->[R]A. 
~-[R n R]A <->[R]A. 
t-[(R ~ S) ~ P]A<->[R ~ (S ~ P)]A. 
t-[(R n S) n P]A.->[R n (S n P)]A. 
t-[(R ~ S) n P]A->[(R n P) ~ (Sn  P)]A~ 
t-[(g ~ P) n (S~ P)]A-> [(R n S) ~ P]A. 
~[ R ~ S]A--> [R I S]A. 
F-[ R ][ S]A-> [ R n S]A. 
~[ R ][ R ~ S]A ,-> [ R ~ S]A. 
~-[ g ~ S][ R ]A .-> [ R ~ S]A. 
F-[R][R n S]A.->[R]A. 
~[ R n S I  R ]A *-> [ R ]A. 
The implications converse to (e), (f), (g), and (h) are not theorems of DAL. The 
counter-example for the implication converse with respect o (e) is given below. Let 
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relations pp, PR, and Ps in {O~, O2, 03} be defined by means of the following families 
of equivalence classes: 
p,,: {o,, 03} {02}, 
pR: {o,, 02} {o3}, 
PS: {OI} {02, 03}. 
Then we have 
p(R~P)®(snP): {0,} {0~} {0~}, 
p(,~®s>,,: {O,, O3} {O2}. 
Let A be a formula such that its extension is {O,}. Then 
ext[(RmP)%(Sc~P)]A={O,} and ext[(R~S)mP]A=O. 
6. Completeness 
Let F be a consistent set of formulas and let ~ be a relation in set FOR defined 
as follows: 
A~B iff F~A,+B.  
Fact 6.1. (a) Relation ~ is an equivalence relation in set FOR 
(b) Relation ~ is a congruence with respect o operations 7 ,  v ,  and ^.  
(c) I f  A~ B, then [R]A~[R]B  and (R)A~(R)B  for  any R ~ EREL. 
Conditions (a) and (b) are classical ones, condition (c) can be easily obtained 
from A2 and the rule of necessitation. 
We define algebra ADAL of equivalence classes IAI of formulas of logic DAL with 
respect o relation ~.  
where 
ADAL = ({IA[}A~Fo., --, U, C~, 0, 1), 
-IAI--IAI, 
IAI u [BI = IA v B[, 
IAI c~ IBI = IA ^ BI, 
0=]A^-aA[ ,  
1 = [A v --hA I. 
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Fact 6.2. (a) Algebra ADAL is a nondegenerate Boolean algebra. 
(b) IAl--qlnl iff .l-'~-A--> B. 
(c) F~- A / f f  IAI = 1. 
(d) I -~A[:0 iff not F~ A. 
The proof of this theorem is the same as for classical ogic. 
Let FT be the family of all maximal filters in algebra ADAL. FT is nonempty since 
the algebra is nondegenerate. 
We define the canonical model 
M°= (OB °, {p°R}R~EREL, m°), 
where 
OB ° = FT 
(F, G) ~ p°R iff for all A~ FOR 
I[R]AI ~ F implies IAI ~ G, 
m°(p) = {F~ FT: Ip] ~ F} for p ~ VAR. 
Fact 6.3. (a) For any R ~ EREL, relation PR is an equivalence relation. 
(b) Relation P~e,s is the least equivalence relation on set F;F including p°R and p° s. 
(c) Relation P~:~s is the greatest equivalence r lation on set FT included in p °R and 
o 
PS. 
Proof. Condition (a) follows from axioms A3 and A4. Now we prove condition 
(b). Let (F, G)e  p~, and suppose (F, G)~ p°Re, S. Hence, by the definition of the 
canonical model, [[R ~ S]A[ ~ F and [A[ ~ G. By A5 we have [[R]AI ~ F and, by the 
assumption, [A] ~ G; a contradiction. This means that p°R C_ p°Re, S. In a similar way 
we can show that p°s ~_ P~e,s. Let p~, be a relation such that (i) p~ c_ p~,, and (ii) 
p~ c_ p~,. We shall show that p°Re, sC_ pop. 
Let (F, G) ~ p°Re, s. By definition, for every formula A we have (iii) [[R ~ S]A I ~ F 
implies [A[ ~ G. Let B be an arbitrary formula such that (iv) I[P]B[ e F, and suppose 
IBI ~ G. By (i) we obtain I[R]BI ~ F and, by (ii), I[S]BI ~ F. Hence,  [([P]B-~ [R]B)  ^  
([P]B-> [S]B)l ~ F. Hence, by A6, ][P]B-~ [R & S]BI ~ F. By (iv) we conclude that 
[[R ~ S]B 1 ~ F and by (iii) we have [B] ~ G;  a contradiction. 
The proof of condition (c) is similar and uses axioms A7 and AS. [] 
Fact 6.4. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) (F, G) ~ p~. 
(b) I f  lAI~G, then [(R>AI~F. 
The proof can be easily determined ue to the duality of operations [R] and (R); 
namely, we have ~[R]A~-~--a(R)~A. 
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Fact  6.5. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) [AI F. 
(b) M °, F sat A. 
Proof .  The proof is by induction with respect to the length of a formula. For 
propositional variables the theorem holds by the definition of the meaning function 
in the canonical model• For formulas constructed by means of classical propositional 
operations the theorem can easily be obtained in a standard way. Let us consider 
a formula of the form (R)A, and assume that [(R)A[~ F. We define set X~ = 
{[B[: [[R]B[ ~ F}. XF is nonempty since 1 ~ XF. Consider filter F '  generated by 
XF w {[A[}. We have F '= {[B[: there exist [A I [ , . . . ,  [A,I ~ XF, n >t 1, such that [AI[ c~ 
• - • c~ [A,[ n [A[_ [B[}. We shall show that for any JA i l , . . . ,  [A,I ~ XF we have [A~[ n 
• • - c~ [A,[ ~ [A[ ~ 0. Suppose, conversely, that F~A~  ^ .  • • A A,~ ---> ~A.  By A2 and 
the necessitation rule we have F I-[R](A1 A" • • A A , )  ~ [R]"~A. Since 
I [R ]A I [ , . . . , ] [R ]A , , I~F ,  we have [ [R]A~A. . .A [R]A , [~F .  Since [R](AAB),- -~ 
[R]AA[R]B ,  we obtain [[R](A~ ^ . •. AA~)[E F. Hence, [[R]~A I~F  and so 
]~(R)A[ ~ F, what contradicts the assumption. Thus filter F '  is proper• Let G be the 
maximal filter containing F'. We clearly have [A] ~ G and (F, G) ~ p~. Hence M °, 
F sat (R)A.  By Fact 6.4 we also have that (b) implies (a). [] 
Fact  6.6 (Completeness theorem) 
(a) ~ A implies F-A. 
(b) F~ A implies FF-A .  
(c) F consistent implies F satisfiable. 
Proof. Suppose not FF-A• By Fact 6•2(d)we have I-aAI # 0. Hence there is a maximal 
filter F such that ]-aA I ~ F. By Fact 6.5 we have M °, F sat -1A. But for any formula 
B~F we have IBI= 1 and hence M °, FsatB .  Since F~A,  we have M °, FsatA ;  
a contradiction. Condition (a) is a particular case of (b), and condition (c) immedi- 
ately follows from Fact 6.4. [] 
7. Conc lus ions  
In this paper we have given some ideas how to analyse data using logic tools. 
We followed the classical framework of logic programming; namely, we defined a 
logic language for expressing data analysis problems and we developed a deductive 
system for the language to use proof procedures to obtain solutions to these problems• 
Data analysis has been understood as a process of obtaining patterns in a set of 
data items. We considered two main tasks involved in data analysis: 
- to agregate data into sets according to their properties, 
- to define properties adequate for characterisation f sets of data. 
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We defined formal counterparts of sets of data and properties. Namely, sets of 
data are defined by means of formulas of the language of logic DAL and properties 
are defined by means of relational expressions of the language. We presented the 
deductive system for logic DAL and we proved completeness of this system. We 
have given a particular interest to the notion of strong definability of sets of data 
which enables us to establish properties which adequately characterize these data. 
The results of the present paper can be extended to languages with the other 
operations on relations, e.g., with the composition of relations, or to relations which 
are not nessarily equivalence relations, e.g., tolerance relations (reflexive and sym- 
metric). We expect that a mechanical proof procedure can be defined for logic DAL 
by using the method developed by Farifias del Cerro [2]. 
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